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A Brief Look At The Status Of America’s Coastal Forts For The Year 1911 And A Closer
Look At Fort Stevens, Part Of The Columbia River Project
By D. Lindstrom
The first “modern” fortifications on the Columbia River and elsewhere in the nation were guided by a report
submitted in 1886 from the “Board On Fortifications Or Other Defenses,” known as the Endicott Report. As
improvements were made in defensive weapons and as the nation acquired off-shore possessions after the Spanish
American War, it was necessary to outline the best way to incorporate these developments into existing, and in the
case of the off-shore possessions, the construction of new defensive fortifications. Thus, in January 1905 President
Theodore Roosevelt asked the Secretary of War, W. H. Taft to conduct a new study. His board was known as the
“National Coast Defense Board.” Their report was delivered a year later.
By 1911 the Columbia River forts (Stevens, Canby & Columbia) were one of twenty-six coastal defense systems
that ringed the shores of the United States (Atlantic Ocean, Gulf of Mexico, & Pacific Ocean). Additionally, work
was being done on coast defenses for Guantanamo Bay, Pearl Harbor, Manila, and Subic Bay. At this time, the
military was still waiting on Congress for funds to purchase and develop additional, recommended defenses both in
the United States and the off-shore territories.
Five years beyond the 1906 National Coast Defense Board report, there were new concerns that changes in
“commercial and naval vessels” were bringing about new requirements for coastal defenses. Congressional
allocations were seriously lagging behind the report’s estimates for necessary funding to do the job. The board’s
report specified the number and types of guns to be emplaced throughout the nation and the territories. By 1911
there was progress, but there were quotas still to be filled. To complete the program, it was estimated that over ten
million 1906 dollars were needed. As it was, slightly over eight-hundred thousand dollars were made available.
The Corps of Engineers, charged with constructing the fortifications and emplacing the guns, recognized that
older emplacements were in need of modernization, but “no funds have been provided for this purpose since the
fortification appropriation act of March 3, 1909.” The Corps was duly concerned about the matter. While
improvements were made in the efficiency of firing of coastal guns thus making them more challenging to improved
war ships, the funds were not there to incorporate them. The wish list included “altering of projectile
hoists…widening loading platforms, platform lighting, etc.”
Improving fire control was a huge concern, and Congress agreed. The “fortification appropriation act” approved
in 1910 provided $200,000.00 and the one on March 4, 1911, provided the sum of $100,000.00 for this purpose.
These funds were distributed among the Corps, Ordinance Department, and the Signal Corps. However, more was

needed, and for the next budget cycle, another $200,000.00 was requested. (One 1911 dollar is worth about $22.22
in 2016 dollars. Thus, $200,000.00 in 1911 would be about $4,444,000.00 in today’s dollars.)
In 1911 improved electrification of the forts was also a huge priority. Once again, the National Coast Defense
Board estimated an amount for the job that was far beyond what Congress was willing to allocate. Furthermore, the
needed power for searchlights was not included in these estimates. Thus, during the fiscal year ending in 1911, as
much work was done as possible to place electrification “at the defenses where they are considered to be most
needed….” The installation of searchlights and related equipment was a priority. Between 1910 and 1911 an
amount of $100,000.00 was set aside for their procurement.
Throughout the nation’s extensive fortification system, insuring that proper electrical power was available at the
gun batteries for lighting and operation was critical. As allocations went, a fairly large amount was allocated for
this purpose. By 1910-1911 the older electrical plants and systems were either wearing out or antiquated, plus those
gun batteries without power needed to be supplied. Another aspect was the need of electrical service to newly
installed searchlights. (An interesting side note was the desire to procure a newly improved “reserve electric
lantern” –flashlight- for “all batteries in service.”)
In 1911 the submarine mine project was an important factor. It turns out that the upkeep of structures housing
various aspects of the project proved troublesome. This was due to their close proximity to the severe elements of
ocean air and storms. As it was, the allocation was not enough to cover all the needed work. This situation was in
addition to the new structures that were either newly completed or under construction.
As for the gun batteries constructed up to 1911, the Corps of Engineers estimated about $29,000,000.00 was
spent on engineering alone. The lament was that only $300,000.00 was allocated for their “preservation and repair.”
Continuing, the Corps reported:
These extensive works contain much costly machinery and ordnance material and must be kept properly painted
and repaired to be effective when needed. The $300,000.00 appropriated in the act of March 1911, will scarcely be
sufficient to keep the essential features of the fortifications in satisfactory condition for the fiscal year. Much
desirable and necessary work is now awaiting future appropriations.
A benefit of all these national priorities were the improvements realized at the Columbia River forts, and in
particular at Fort Stevens. We will look at the major improvement made at Fort Stevens, which was the
construction of Fire Control Hill (FCH) along with several others. Fire Control Hill was a benefit to the entire three
fort system at the mouth of the Columbia River. Excluding the gun batteries designed to protect the submarine
mine fields (north and south channels), here was to be the command and control center for the remaining coastal
gun batteries on both sides of the river. These developments encompassed the 1910 and 1911 Federal budget years.
Since so far no records or construction notes have been found outlining the site preparation for Fire Control Hill,
we shall speculate. By 1910 Battery Russell had been in place and operational for three years. Its fire control
system was woefully inadequate and in the event of an enemy attack it presented the danger of invasion to the
region. So, at a meeting at Fort Stevens, out-of-the-box thinking took place. It was decided to recommend the
construction of a large, independent fire control and command complex for the entire Columbia River defensive
system in the vicinity of Battery Russell. Just south was a dune that overlooked Russell by fifty feet or so, and it
provided a vantage point for observing the entire entrance of the Columbia River while being somewhat distant
from enemy gun fire. Between Battery Russell and the dune that became known as Fire Control Hill, there was a
deep, quarter mile long ravine. Then, the top of the dune needed to be enlarged for all the planned structures.
The first task was to prepare a connecting causeway between Russell and the top of the Fire Control Hill dune.
Thousands of cubic yards of fill were needed, but where it came from is unknown. At the time Battery Russell was
connected to the main fort by railroad, so fill could have been brought in that way, or perhaps a method of using
beach sand was devised. Maybe both systems were used. In any event, a causeway of fill material was completed
and ramped up to the dune. Once that was done, there is evidence that the dune’s summit was enlarged. When
standing in the brushy ravine below and looking toward the top, it appears that fill was delivered and leveled off on
the northeast corner of Fire Control Hill, giving it a neat, rounded appearance. As for the original elevations among
the structures, its possible that some of them were artificial. Then, the construction of the base end station for the
200 series batteries in 1943 also altered some of these elevations.

While unknown, it is possible that a temporary cable tramway was built between Battery Russell and the dune for
construction purposes. A photo exists of such a tramway in use across the river at Fort Columbia.
With all that going on, huge improvements were being made in the Battery Russell power plant. Two new
engines and generators were being installed. They would provide electrical power for both Battery Russell and all
the components being constructed on Fire Control Hill. It is believed that commercial power did not arrive to this
quarter of Fort Stevens until 1943.
It is unknown when the site preparation at Fire Control Hill was completed. It may have been in 1910, for by the
end of 1911 the following structures were completed and turned over to the Coast Artillery:
District Commander’s Station, March 30, 1911
Four Base End Stations, March 30, 1911

District Signal (Radio) Station, November 9, 1911
Dormitory, November 9, 1911.

Aside from Fire Control Hill, there were additional improvements at Fort Stevens that were turned over to the
Coast Artillery in 1911. One was the submarine mine project commander’s base end station and dormitory. This
station was a three story affair built around a single concrete instrument column. The mine project also realized a
base end station on the parados behind Battery Walker, and a mine loading room near the mine wharf.
Then, several power plants for searchlights were constructed. A little used three-story, single instrument column
base end station and dormitory for Battery Russell was constructed south of Battery Mishler. The six story battery
commander’s and base end station for Battery Clark was also constructed with a single instrument column. One of
the more interesting stations was built in Hammond. It was a three level structure with two instrument columns.
What is so sad is that the owner of the nearby cannery tore it down while knowing an offer was on the table to
exchange it for city land that he was using for his business. Then, last but not least, the so called “War Games
Building” was also “delivered” in 1911. Its original purpose was to provide fire control for the West Battery and
Battery Pratt. This structure now serves as the Fort Stevens State Park Historical Site Visitors Center and the
Friends of Old Fort Stevens gift shop.
There may have been other structures developed at Fort Stevens during the busy and hectic 1910-1911
construction cycle. It’s important to remember that similar construction was taking place across the river at Forts
Canby and Columbia, but not in the scale of the Fort Stevens activity. (Quotes are from Part 1 of the 1911 Chief of
Engineers, US Army Report. Information and construction dates for the Fort Stevens structures were derived from
the Records Of Completed Works. Photos are courtesy of Jim Forst.)

The base end stations seen here are part of the Fire
Control Hill complex completed in 1911. At that time,
four were emplaced. In later years several more were
added added.

On the lower level of the commander’s
station were located phone booths
connected to vital Columbia River harbor
positions. On the upper, smaller level
were located range and position finding
instruments. This structure, on Fire
Control Hill, was completed in 1911.

1910-1911 Construction Boom At Fort Stevens
A view of the three level submarine mine commander’s station at Fort Stevens. It was one of the major construction
projects completed during the 1910-1911 building boom at Fort Stevens. The
same “boom” also produced the battery commander stations attached to Batteries
Walker, Lewis, and Russell which have been discussed in past issues.
The Columbia River forts, as their sister forts located around America’s coast
lines, had not kept up with improvements in ship to shore warfare. The military
establishment was alarmed that modern ships of the time had a growing
advantage over coastal defenses. As is the case then and now, science and
technology does not stand still. Through the early 1920’s Congress had an
interest in supplying only limited funds to keep the nation’s coastal defenses in
the fight. The advent of aircraft was a major contributor to declining interest in
coastal fortifications. What the nation had for coast defense in the early 1920’s
was the best available when the Japanese attacked Pearl Harbor in 1941.
SUMMER EVENTS: The Friends of Old Fort Stevens are planning on the usual
events for the summer of 2016. They include the Memorial Day weekend
Veteran’s Map-A-Thon, remembrance of the June 21, attack on Fort Stevens, the World War II special event over
the third weekend of July, and the Labor Day weekend Civil War reenactment. Last but not least, the annual
FOOFS picnic will be on September 16.
Note: Due to the lateness of the so called winter/spring news letter, there will be a Spring 2016 issue.

